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Abstract 

Face recognition as one of the biometric technique is one of the interesting topic in the 

field of computer vision and pattern recognition. In the present study, attempt has been 

made in this direction to address the issues and challenges in face recognition system viz. 

pose, illumination, facial expressions etc . So, a method is presented which converts input 

face image with an arbitrary expression into its corresponding neutral facial expression 

image. In the present study, the method applies deep neural network to train the system to 

locate the landmarks in the face image. The landmark points create an intermediate 

triangular mesh and warp the image using affine transform. This warped image is 

classified using Support Vector Machine (SVM) and k-means classifier. Finally, results 

are compared and recognition accuracy is determined for different expressions. The 

result obtained from the investigated work is compared with state-of-art algorithms. For 

the proposed method the recognition rate is 97.3% for JAFFE database and 97.8% for 

CK database which outperforms the other state-of-art methods. The present work is tested 

on JAFFE and CK databases.  
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1. Introduction  

Since last two decades, facial recognition has received substantial attention in the 

biometrics unlike other biometrics techniques. It is a non-intrusive method and can be 

used without subject’s knowledge. A great effort has being devoted to automate facial 

recognition system, but it still remains a challenging problem. Despite of more than thirty 

years of deep research work, the performance of the state-of-the-art of many face 

recognition systems is greatly affected. This is because human facial appearance has 

potentially large variations due to pose, illumination, facial expression, facial hair, aging, 

occlusion due to accessories [1]. The research on face recognition has being progressing 

with continuous visible improvements made from past to present.  

Face recognition has numerous applications viz. public identification, verification of 

credit cards and driving license, criminal justice system and forensic, law enforcement 

and security applications to name only a few [2-4]. The typical applications of face 

recognition are shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Typical Applications of Face Recognition [4] 

Today, one of the vital problems in the recognition of a person is emotions and verbal 

communication which cause variations in the facial expressions. Expressions have an 

adverse effect on the system accuracy and is the cause of failure for many face 

recognition algorithms. When we want to identify a person, facial expressions make the 

recognition difficult to identify a person. The expression images can be transformed into 

images that are same as neutral images which are used for training. However, it is not sure 

that the image is transformed correctly due to lack of appropriate information. Many 

researchers have investigated methods to improve the face recognition by removing the 

facial expressions to obtain a neutral face i.e. making the face expression-invariant [6-13]. 

Hence to develop a robust face recognition algorithm which is insensitive to expression 

variations is one of the greatest challenges in this field. 

In the present study, efforts have been made to address the issues of the expression 

variations and devise an expression invariant face recognition system using SVM and k-

Means classifier. 

 

2. Related Work 

In this section, record of earlier prominent research work related to this study is 

presented. The review is mainly for expression invariant techniques. Table1 gives a brief 

overview of the work related to the present study.  

Table 1. Overview of State of Art of Expression Invariant Techniques 

Techniques Researchers 

  

Expression-

Invariant 

Techniques 

 Liu et al. (2003), Ramachandran et al. (2005), Lee et al. 

(2008), Tasai et al. (2009), Hsieh et al.( 2009), Petpairote et al. 

(2013), Varma et al. (2014), Biswas et. al. (2014), Patil et. al. 

(2016) 

   
Keeping in view the research gap identified from the related work, a method for 

expression invariant face recognition is proposed . After a brief overview of the related 

work, in the forthcoming section, methodology adopted for carrying out study is 

presented. 
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3. Material and Method 

The aim of this study is to design a single image based face recognition system which 

converts an expression face to neutral face and also to recognize to which individual the 

face belongs to.  The major steps for present investigation are depicted in Figure 2. The 

various steps involved in the implementation of system architecture are as follow: 

 

 

Figure 2. Flow Diagram of Present Investigation  

 

3.1. Face Detection  

After preprocessing of the facial image, face is detected from the database image. The 

work done by Voila and Jones in 2000’s has being a most efficient and successful face 

detector which is able to run in real time also. In a given test image, the goal of face 

detection algorithm is to detect whether a face is present or not. If the face is present it 

returns the locations of the face.  In this study, basic Adaboost Viola and Jones algorithm 

is used for face detection which is the fastest and most successful approach for real time 

systems [23].  

 
3.2. Detection of Landmark Points 

Landmark points or fiducial points are pixel coordinates which define geometry of 

face. These coordinate points are a set of facial salient points usually located on the 

corners and outer mid points of the lips, corners of the eyebrows, corners of the eyes, 

corners of the nostrils, tip of the nose, and the tip of the chin [12]. In previous works, 

authors using model based face recognition algorithms generated a grid over a face and 

for that some reference points (on an average 64-80 points) were required and researchers 

marked those points manually or semi automatically by Bunch Graph Matching algorithm 

[14].  

In this study, a facial image with 81 landmark points is chosen having 19 for chin, 18 

for lips (which includes mouth corners, upper lip and lower lip), 10 for nose, 18 for both 

the eye and 16 for both the eyebrows as illustrated in the Figure 3.  
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Figure 3. 81 Landmark Points on Reference Face Image for JAFFE Dataset 

3.3 Facial Structure: Triangular Mesh 

A set of triangular accord between sets of facial landmarks are used to pre-compute a 

triangular mesh for all the faces. This mesh is created by using Delaunay triangulation, 

which is a unique construction where no vertex from any triangle may lie within the 

circumcircle of any other triangle. Once a general facial mesh has been generated unique 

facial meshes can be created for all faces.  

 
3.4 Interpose between Landmark Points 

Facial mesh formed in previous step on the reference image and on the test image can 

now be compared. To morph an image between two resulting meshes interpose an 

intermediate facial mesh and wrap both test and reference faces to it. The intermediate 

facial mesh is generated by weighing between both sets of facial landmarks using 

equation (1): for all landmarks i 

                                         (1) 

where   is the  interpolated mid-point landmark,  is  reference image 

landmark,  is ith test image landmark,  is weight between 0 and 1, where zero 

represents reference image’s facial landmarks and one represents the test image’s 

landmark points. 

 

3.5 Warping Towards Intermediate Mesh 

After calculating an intermediate facial mesh, the reference and test image are warped 

using thin plate splines based warping technique. The Thin Plate Spline (TPS) method 

was made popular by Fred L. Bookstein in the context of biomedical image analysis [16]. 

The process of using thin plate splines in image warping involves minimizing a bending 

energy function for a transformation over a set of given nodes or landmark points. While 

warping an image, all landmark points will be used to calculate the bending energy 

function which is then used to interpolate and transform the pixels into a warped image. 

Figure 4 shows the geometry change, when warping a facial expression (fear) to a 

reference face. The purpose to use this algorithm is to transform an expression face image 

to neutral face by mapping the landmarks of expression face to one preset standard face of 

neutral landmarks. 
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Figure 4. Geometry Change, when Warping a Facial Expression (Fear) to a 
Reference Face  

Thine plate spline warping (TPSW) method estimates the new coordinates that 

minimizes energy between expression points and the neutral reference points given by the 

energy function in (9) that includes the smoothing term as given in equation (2):  

                      (2) 

The basis for solving the algorithm is given by a kernel function U using equation (3): 

 where                  (3) 

Given a set of source landmark points, we define P as a matrix of (3 * n) where n is the 

number of landmark points as depicted in equation (4): 

,                                                  (4) 

Using kernel function, let K be a n*n matrix defined by equation (5) : 

,                             (   5) 

Let  is a 3*3 zero matrix as shown in equation (6): 

, 3*3                                                       (6) 

Finally, a matrix  is defined by combination of  and  as given in equation 

(7): 

,                                             (7) 

Where,  is the matrix transpose operator and  is a  matrix 

The matrix  allows us to solve the bending energy equation. Inversing the matrix L on 

to another matrix , which is defined as , which is a column vector of 

length  where  is defined as any n-vector . We derive a 

vector of n weights as   and the coefficients  of affine 

transformation as shown in equation (8).  

                                              (8) 

The final smoothing TPSW is obtained by minimizing the energy function given in 

equation (9) where parameter λ is smoothness constraint weight and  is smoothing term 

given in equation (2). 
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                                  (9) 

After obtaining an intermediate mesh from both reference and test faces, we interpolate 

between the faces to obtain a mixed face and finally we obtain a synthesized neutral face 

[16]. 

 

3.6 Feature Extraction and Classification 

Feature extraction involves reduction of amount of resources required to explain a large 

set of data. Also initial data is suspected to be redundant, then it can be reduced to form a 

set of features. In the previous step, after obtaining a synthesized face, SIFT [19] is used 

for feature extraction with the advantage that SIFT features posses a strong robustness to 

illumination, pose and occlusion variations. It is widely and effectively used method for 

face recognition as it out performs Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [18], 

Independent Analysis component (ICA) [19], Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [20] 

etc.  

For the purpose of classification Support Vector Machine (SVM) is used as it is 

strongest of all classifiers specially for face recognition. SVM is a supervised machine 

learning method, and is a generalized linear classifier. SVM can solve the problems of 

high dimension and local minima effectively. The aim of SVM is to find the optimal 

hyperplane for classification purpose [21].  

 

4.  Description of Dataset 

In this study, we compare the results by using two publically available database. 

Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) [15] and Cohn-Kanade (CK) databases are 

used. JAFFE dataset has 213 gray scale images of 10 Japanese female models with 6 

facial expressions + 1 neutral face. Size of each image is 256 * 256.  Figure 5 shows the 

sample images of 10 subjects in the database. 

 

 

Figure 5. Facial Images of 10 Subjects in the JAFFE Database [15]  

CK database includes 486 sequences from 97 posers. Each sequence begins with a 

neutral face and proceeds to the peak expression. Figure 6 shows the sample images of the 

CK database. 

 

 

Figure 6. Sample Images of Cohn-Kanade Database 
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5. Result and Discussion 

The test and training images in database are first normalized to have same scale, 

position and rotation to mark landmark points on the neutral face and the test face. In this 

process the expression image is transformed to neutral image using warping technique. 

After transformation to neutral image SIFT is used for feature extraction and we compare 

the result using SVM and k-Means classifier for the two databases. Figure 7 depicts the 

neutral and expression face, cropped faces and their corresponding warped faces for the 

JAFFE dataset. Figure 7 (a) to (g) depicts the reference face and the expression face of the 

same subject and Figure 7 (h) to (m) represents the respective cropped faces. Further 

Figure 7 (n) to (t) show the morphed face which almost appear to be same as reference 

image. 

 

 

(a)                (b)             (c)             (d)              (e)              (f)                (g) 

 

(h)                (i)             (j)             (k)              (l)              (m)                (n) 

 

(o)                (p)             (q)             (r)              (s)              (t)                (u) 

Figure 7: Examples of Warping of a Face; (a) Reference Face of Subject 1; 
(b), (c), (d), (e), (f), (g) Expression Face of Subject 1; (h), (i), (j), (k), (l), (m), 
(n) Cropped Images of Same Individual; (o), (p), (q), (r ), (s), (t), (u) are the 

Images Warped to Neutral Face 

Table 2 shows the recognition accuracy of different expression by using SVM and k-

Means classifiers for JAFFE and CK datasets. It is observed that for the JAFFE database 

anger has the highest recognition accuracy of 100% which is followed by disgust which is 

much closer to anger i.e. 99.4% for SVM and 54.1% for k-Means and expression fear and 

surprise has the lowest recognition rate of 95.3% and 94.68% respectively for SVM and 

55.6 and 53.8 respectively for k-Means, the recognition accuracy falls for different 

expressions because of large variations in the region of eyes and mouth of the face. 
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Table 2. Recognition Accuracy Using SVM Classifier and K-Means Classifier 

Database JAFFE CK 

Expression 
SVM 

(%Accuracy ) 

k-Means 

(%Accuracy 

SVM 

(%Accuracy) 

k-Means 

(%Accuracy) 

Anger 100 61.8 99.14 63.4 

Disgust 99.4 54.1 99.8 62.1 

Fear 95.3 55.6 95.4 59.8 

Happy 98.9 58.7 98.5 61.1 

Sad 96.8 52.4 96.3 58.5 

Surprise 94.68 53.8 94.8 57.3 

 
On the similar basis for the CK dataset, disgust and anger has the highest recognition 

rate of 99.8% and 99.14% respectively for SVM. The lowest recognition accuracy of 

surprise is 94.8%. The average recognition rate of JAFFE database is 97.4% whereas of 

CK database is 97.8% for SVM classifiers. For k-Means the recognition rate is 56.8% and 

60.3% for JAFFE and CK database respectively.  

 
5.1. Comparison with State-of-art Algorithms 

From the JAFFE dataset, neutral image is chosen as the reference image per person and 

rest of the images as test images. In Figure 8, the result obtained from the investigated 

work is compared with other techniques. The recognition rates of SVD, LLE-Eigen, FLD-

PCA-ANN [13] and method in [8] are 92.96%, 93.93%, 84.9 and 96.6% respectively 

whereas for the proposed method the recognition rate is 97.3% which outperforms all the 

other methods discussed. 
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Figure 8. Performance Comparison on JAFFE Dataset 

Similarly for the CK database, neutral image is chosen as the reference image per 

person and rest of the images are used for testing purpose. In Figure 9, the result obtained 

from the proposed work is compared with the state-of-art algorithms. The highest 

recognition rate is 97.8% which is offered by proposed method. Hence the proposed 

approach outperforms state-of-art methods with a wide range of expression variations in 

the image. 
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Figure 9. Performance Comparison on CK Dataset 

6. Conclusion 

In this investigation, a face recognition system which is invariant to facial expressions 

is presented. The present method converts an input face image with any arbitrary 

expression into its corresponding neutral facial image. The warped image is classified 

using SVM and k-means classifier and the results are compared with the reference face 

image and recognition accuracy is determined for different expressions of JAFFE and CK 

database. The result obtained from the investigated work is compared with state-of-art 

algorithms. For the proposed method the recognition rate is 97.3% for JAFFE database 

and 97.8%  for CK database which outperforms the other methods. The work presented 

here requires only single image for training, which make it useful in security and 

surveillance applications. In summary, the present work is an attempt made to make a 

face recognition system invariant to expressions. 
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